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THE HELPFUL MISSION – BE CURIOUS
The Helpful Clinic specialises in working with people who are experiencing pain and fatigue. This
can be due to conditions like Fibromyalgia or ME/CFS, because of genetic or environmental factors,
following physical or emotional trauma or because of burnout. In fact, we tend to call these kinds
of symptoms, ‘Sherlock Symptoms’ because the way to work with them is not obvious. You need to
be like a detective to get to the root cause and work with a range of contributing factors.

Thor A Rain, founder of The Helpful Clinic, was ill for seven years with Fibromyalgia and knows first-hand
how debilitating, scary and confusing it can be. With over 5000 clinical hours under their belt and having
supported over 500 people, Thor works with health from a more curious and integrated perspective.
Where appropriate, Thor collaborates with other practitioners, the NHS and employers to ensure that
you have the broadest and best support to help you on your journey.

The Helpful Clinic is a social venture. This means we are committed to the TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE:

1.
2.
3.

Our pledge is to help people improve their health through education and self-determination.
We have a donations programme for people who are unable to fund their health support.
Our commitment is to be financially sustainable. 100% of all donations directly fund
consultations for those who can’t afford it and we match fund all donations.
All our consultations take place by video or phone and we deliver most of our material
electronically meaning no travel and less carbon footprint.

“When I started with Thor I was very unwell and not sure why, Thor had experience with this and advised different solutions
that allow you to feel more optimistic and relaxed.”
Anthony E.
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The Helpful Approach
Ethical: We created our own compass to guide our ethical approach. Our
cardinal points are Compassion, Curiosity, Commitment and Courage.
Underpinning all of our work is the fundamental principle of ‘Do No Harm’.
Methods: It is important to use a range of methods as each person and
each set of symptoms is unique. When you need a screwdriver the world’s greatest hammer just
isn’t going to do the job. You can read more on our website: www.thehelpfulclinic.com/aboutus/our-methods/

Clinical: Working in an integrated way means that we don’t just look
at one aspect of your health. We work across what’s happening in
these three key areas of your health:
•
•
•

Biology - different systems in your body.
Psychology – your thoughts, feelings and behaviours.
Social - environmental, social and cultural factors that impact your
health.

I sought help initially through utter desperation, after having tried to find solutions that were totally physically based
and had only temporary effects. I was tired of being told it was my fault that nothing was working, or that it was all in
my head.
PJW
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BEFORE YOU SET OFF ON YOUR JOURNEY
The Helpful Health Improvement Programme is called ‘The
Journey’. It starts with understanding how you got here and
the factors contributing to your symptoms. Like containers
on a ship, the more “containers” you have, the heavier the
load and the greater the impact on your health.

We look at what systems are affected, like your digestive or central
nervous systems. We look at how symptoms and systems affect
each other and help you understand how to find ‘quick wins’.
Prioritising what needs addressing first is key to stabilising
symptoms and initiating improvement.

Understanding “Culturality” enables you to build a more helpful way of
responding to symptoms and, where possible, resolve them. An example of
this is that the English have one of the highest Inner Critics in the world. This
means that they are likely to be more critical of themselves and how they
handle their symptoms.

A frequent factor preventing improvement is Allostatic Stress. This is where the
body’s natural Stress State (fight / flight / freeze response) is continually on. The
body is then not able to switch effortlessly between the Stress State and the
Maintenance State, which is essential for any improvement.

“I have learnt several ways to understand and conceptualise my illness and recovery process. Understanding how symptoms
and systems work has been such an eye-opener key. Extremely helpful!”
Anthony M.
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PREPARING FOR YOUR JOURNEY
Before setting out on any journey, it is important to have the right tools to help you along the way. We
will equip you with the three key tools essential for any journey: The Dashboard, The First Aid Kit for
Feelings, and The Compass.

Just like with a car, plane or ship, your Dashboard lets you know what’s
going on. This is about understanding when you are moving too fast or
too slow; when you are putting too little or too much effort into your
activities; and how to balance your fluid and food intake. Your
personalised ‘indicator lights’ let you know when symptoms or issues
are about to escalate.

Any sustainable health improvement will take some time and you’re working towards
long term improvements. Your First Aid Kit for Feelings helps you deal with symptoms
and stressors immediately. The kit is created by you and therefore addresses your
personal needs specifically.

Whether it is the sat nav in your car or an old-fashioned Compass, it’s important to
have a tool that helps you stay on track and navigate your way forward. Without
it, you are likely to get lost and go off track. Personalised and clear cardinal points
guide you on your journey towards improved health.

“Thor has a massive Toolbox – so many ideas to help that work! Although my energy levels haven’t changed, I am much
more able to cope with the illness and am a lot happier in myself.
Thor has helped me plan my day and build a First Aid Kit for Feelings and bad days”
Jane Jackson.
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YOUR JOURNEY
Now that you know where you are and how you got here, you understand how your symptoms and
systems interact, and you have the right tools to set off. It’s important to know what areas you will
cover on your journey. Because we work across the Bio-Psycho-Social, we will be working with you
across the six areas below.

YOUR JOURNEY INCLUDES
▪ A 120-page Journey Guide in a robust folder where you can add notes and material.
▪ Email support to share information and get support without having to wait till next time.
▪ 9 x one-hour consultations. For some, it is prudent to start with 30-minutes.

The Journey is estimated to take nine months.
For some the Journey can be shorter and for others it may take longer.
You can always add more consultations to your Journey, when it’s helpful to you.
“I limped along for years, partly because of Self-Help books that lead you to believe that you can do it all by yourself.
Although they can be very helpful in the moment, they cannot answer individual problems. With Thor you go beyond
the generic. It was only working 1:1 with Thor that helped me to ‘drill down’ to my own individual needs and find answers
- with surprising speed, compared to everything I’d tried previously ”
PJW.
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WHAT TO DO NOW
The next step is to book your first free 20-minute Discovery Call. As the name
suggests, this is an opportunity for you to find out more about how we work and
what we do, to discover if this is a good fit for you. It also allows us to find out
about your symptoms and issues so we can assess whether we are likely to be able
to help. If we feel that the Helpful Approach is unlikely to benefit you, we will
always let you know and suggest what is likely to be more helpful.

You can have up to three free Discovery Calls to ensure that you get all your questions answered before
setting off on your journey. Email us at enquiries@isithelpful.com to book your first Discovery Call.

Helping you get back
on track.

“I'm back living the active lifestyle I always had. It's a huge relief to have recovered, and I'm extremely grateful to Thor
for excellent work, understanding, and patience”
Anthony E.

“It really helps knowing that Thor has been through it herself! If you are thinking about it, don’t hesitate, you will not be
disappointed. Thor’s services are worth every penny!”
Jane Jackson
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